
Nature Adventure 
Calendar

Say farewell to traditional
advent calendars and try out

our nature ADVENTure
calendar. Replace material
items with experiences that
ignite love, connection and

appreciation for nature.
 

Make the countdown to
christmas count with daily

nature-infused challenges for
your whole family.
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Suggested Use
Add adventure challenges to a jar for 

 Use calendar and challenges to cross off

Put challenges into dated envelopes at
open on the calendar day. Get creative
with display layouts (branches, wreaths,
trees etc.)

     random selection.
 

     completed challenges at your choice.
 

 

Uninterrupted time. Min 15-20 mins
Access to nature. eg, garden, park, river, lake
Basic craft/office supplies - scissors, tape,
stapler, hole punch, glue
Camera or Phone, disconnected from 

Printer - Please print only what you need, re-
use in future years or recycle/compost.

interruptions. (disconnect to reconnect). 
To take away a memory from each experience

 
 

You will need



During the Adventure
Be attentive to the people around you
Be aware of your surroundings
Be mindful of your words and actions
Be respectful to the environment 
Be present and in the moment

 

After the Adventure
Reflect on your experiences
Plan to revisit another day
Add captured memories and
creations to a scrapbook
Share on your instagram with
#goodnaturedadventure & tag
@good_natured_education

 



Nature Adventure Challenges 
Go to your nearest body of
water, dip your toes in or
walk barefoot

Share a family meal 
outdoors

Risk asses a tree.
Then climb it! 

Take your sense of smell 
on a sensory walk around
your wild/nature space

Nature wander & capture
pictures of everything in
your favourite colour

Collect fallen leaves & 
petals. What shapes, 
colours & patterns do you
see?

Make nature glitter! Use
scissors or hole punch with
collected leaves & petals.

 
Stay up late and star gaze
under a cozy blanket. Look
out for shooting stars!

Visit a park, reserve, track
or local wild space you
haven't been to before

Make a pretend family
meal using natural
materials. (Get mucky)

Make some healthy treats
for Santa's reindeer. Oats,
coconut & seeds make a
great sprinkle for the lawn!

Make a wreath using 
natural materials. 
Eg. Rosemary, Pine,
Eucalyptus, Holly 

Light an evening fire and
toast marshmallows on a
stick. (Supervised)

Go on a nature treasure
hunt. Collect fallen/lost
treasures and stick to a
sello-tape nature bracelet 

Write an ECO gift list for
people you love using
natural, hand-made or
experiential gifts

Collect some Elderflower
and make cordial. Freeze
into ice blocks for those
hot summer days 



Nature Adventure Challenges 

Write your own

Make paint prints with your
favourite flower or leaf onto
brown paper. Use as gift
wrap

Build a stick hut or blanket
fort and read or tell your
favourite stories 

Make a Christmas tree
using only twigs, sticks or
branches. (Any size)

Turn over a log or rock to
 discover a new habitat

Hunt for clues/evidence of
animals in your garden,
park or local wild space

Offer to help a neighbour
or friend with garden jobs

Collect pine cones and
tie with string to make a
natural tinsel decoration
for your tree or home

Create a nature treasure
hunt in your garden. Invite
friends/neighbours for a
picnic and treasure hunt

Cloud gaze. What does
your imagination see?

Plant some seeds and
nurture to grow... Carrots,
Sunflowers, Tomatoes,
Lettuce & Peas will grow well 

Set up your camera or
ask a friendly by stander
to take a family picture at
your favourite nature spot


